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38The present study was performed in an attempt to develop an in vitro integrated testing strategy (ITS) to
39evaluate drug-induced neurotoxicity. A number of endpoints were analyzed using two complementary
40brain cell culture models and an in vitro blood–brain barrier (BBB) model after single and repeated expo-
41sure treatments with selected drugs that covered the major biological, pharmacological and
42neuro-toxicological responses. Furthermore, four drugs (diazepam, cyclosporine A, chlorpromazine and
43amiodarone) were tested more in depth as representatives of different classes of neurotoxicants, inducing
44toxicity through different pathways of toxicity.
45The developed in vitro BBB model allowed detection of toxic effects at the level of BBB and evaluation of
46drug transport through the barrier for predicting free brain concentrations of the studied drugs. The mea-
47surement of neuronal electrical activity was found to be a sensitive tool to predict the neuroactivity and
48neurotoxicity of drugs after acute exposure. The histotypic 3D re-aggregating brain cell cultures, contain-
49ing all brain cell types, were found to be well suited for OMICs analyses after both acute and long term
50treatment.
51The obtained data suggest that an in vitro ITS based on the information obtained from BBB studies and
52combined with metabolomics, proteomics and neuronal electrical activity measurements performed in
53stable in vitro neuronal cell culture systems, has high potential to improve current in vitro
54drug-induced neurotoxicity evaluation.
55� 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
56
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601. Introduction

61Neurotoxicity testing of new compounds with the desired phar-
62macological effects represents one of the major bottlenecks in drug
63development since it is time consuming and requires large num-
64bers of animal experiments. Indeed, neurotoxicity is one of the
65causes for withdrawal of pharmaceuticals from the market (Kola
66and Landis, 2004). Therefore, the large number of hits identified
67from primary high throughput discovery screens requires early,
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68 rapid and robust preclinical screening testing strategy to assess
69 whether compounds with desirable characteristics are neurotoxic,
70 prior to safety and efficacy testing.
71 Neurotoxicity is the outcome of complex interactions of xenobi-
72 otics at the molecular, cellular and tissue level of the central and/or
73 peripheral nervous system causing an adverse effect. An adverse
74 effect can be caused by changes of neuronal and/or glial cell chem-
75 istry, structure and/or function. Therefore any in vitro testing strat-
76 egy for drug-induced neurotoxicity evaluation has to be based on
77 the combination of relevant in vitro models that possess the neces-
78 sary molecular mechanisms and pathways that can be evaluated in
79 a quantitative manner by sensitive, neuronal and glia-specific end-
80 points (Bal-Price et al., 2010; Crofton et al., 2011).
81 The EU 7th Framework project, Predict-IV, was established in
82 order to develop mechanistic strategies for predictive toxicology,
83 including neurotoxicology. The major aim of this large-scale
84 integrated project was to provide the drug discovery community
85 with a general test system to predict toxicity prior to pre-clinical
86 testing. The selected compounds covered the major biological,
87 pharmacological and toxicological responses observed in
88 drug-induced toxicity at the level of different organs (liver, kidney
89 and brain). One of the main criteria for the drug selection was that
90 these three subgroups of drugs, linked to three different organs
91 may share basic, well-known pathways, reliable biomarkers and
92 various biochemical processes although they cause organ-specific
93 toxicity. Thus, the selection of chemicals was based on the well
94 documented adverse drug reactions (ADR) due to the pharmaco-
95 logical effect that triggers toxicity in different organs.
96 Based on the publicly available databases and literature search,
97 12 central nervous system (CNS) relevant drugs were selected to
98 represent four different categories: (I) neuroactive and neurotoxic:
99 CNS-drugs with strong neurotoxicity (amiodarone, buflomedil,

100 chlorpromazine), (II) neuroactive and non-neurotoxic: CNS-drugs
101 with no or weak neurotoxic effects (carbamazepine, diazepam,
102 propofol); (III) non-neuroactive but neurotoxic: non-CNS drugs
103 with significant neurotoxic effects (cisplatinum, ciprofloxacin,
104 cyclosporine A); (IV) non-neuroactive and non-neurotoxic:
105 non-CNS drugs with no or weak neurotoxic effects (loperamide,
106 nadolol, ondansetron). However, these four drug groups were cre-
107 ated only for the purpose of the electrophysiological studies to
108 evaluate whether this end-point is sensitive enough to discrimi-
109 nate between drugs that are neuroactive and/or neurotoxic or
110 non-neuroactive and/or neurotoxic after acute exposure. Among
111 these 12 drugs four such as cyclosporine, amiodarone, diazepam
112 and chlorpromazine were selected for an in-depth proteome and
113 metabolome analysis. Based on the literature search amiodarone,
114 cyclosporine and chlorpromazine should be neurotoxic and diaze-
115 pam should be neuroactive but non-neurotoxic after acute expo-
116 sure but could produce some toxicity after long term exposure.
117 Cyclosporine A and chlorpromazine were selected as they
118 induce toxicity across different organs allowing to study whether
119 different cell types (liver, kidney and the CNS) responded differ-
120 ently to the same treatment through cell specific toxicity pathways
121 or observed toxicity was due to general cytotoxic effects.
122 Amiodarone was selected as it produces side effects in the CNS
123 but were originally designed for treatment of various pathologies
124 (cardiac dysrhythmias) and diazepam was chosen because of its
125 application as CNS drug in order to treat anxiety and seizures.
126 Additionally, kinetics of selected drugs was studied in all three
127 organ cultures (hepatocytes, kidney and neuronal cells) and the
128 results obtained are described separately in this volume (e.g.
129 Bellwon et al., 2014; Pomponio et al., 2014).
130 In this project we aimed to develop a novel in vitro approach for
131 more comprehensive drug-induced neurotoxicity testing by pro-
132 viding insight into mechanisms of neurotoxicity. Since the CNS
133 represents a high level of anatomical and physiological complexity

134(multiple neuronal and glial cell types) and OMICs-profiling tech-
135niques have proven to be powerful new tools (van Vliet et al.,
1362008; Wilmes et al., 2013) for studying complex biological pro-
137cesses (Csermely et al., 2013; Kleinjans, 2014; Nemes et al.,
1382013), in this study proteomics and metabolomics analyses were
139performed after long term exposure to the selected drugs.
140Comprehensive investigations of responses to a drug-induced per-
141turbation on the transcriptome, proteome, and metabolome levels
142should lead to a better understanding of the biochemical and bio-
143logical mechanisms in complex systems such as the CNS.
144The study aimed for identification of possible biomarkers of
145neurotoxicity among the deregulated metabolites and proteins.
146Furthermore the OMICs analyses were combined with measure-
147ments of neuronal electrical activity after acute exposure to evalu-
148ate whether such a combination of assays will be a reliable
149approach for in vitro neurotoxicity testing. The applied endpoints
150were analyzed using two complementary in vitro brain cell cul-
151tures, cortical networks (2D) and re-aggregating brain cells (3D)
152after acute, sub-chronic, and repeated-exposure chronic treat-
153ments at non-cytotoxic concentrations of the selected drugs.
154However, when neurotoxicity of new chemicals with unknown
155mechanisms of neurotoxicity has to be evaluated, firstly their
156possible toxicity at the blood–brain barrier (BBB) should also be
157considered as a fully functional BBB is of key importance for main-
158taining the homeostasis of the brain (Coecke et al., 2006b).
159Therefore the effects of 14 days of repeated treatment with the
16012 selected drugs on the functionality of the BBB have been evalu-
161ated. Furthermore, the BBB is the principal route for the entry of
162most molecules into the CNS as well as it is the major hurdle that
163prevents many drugs from eliciting pharmacological or toxicologi-
164cal effects in the brain (Harry and Tiffany-Castiglioni, 2005).
165Consequently, to evaluate the neurotoxicity of compounds
166in vitro it is crucial to predict whether a drug will reach the CNS
167in amounts sufficient to cause toxicity. The CNS exposure is a func-
168tion of several factors such as plasma protein binding, BBB perme-
169ability and brain tissue binding (Hallier-Vanuxeem et al., 2009).
170The ratio between the unbound concentrations in brain and plasma
171(Cu,br/Cu,pl) is considered as a major pharmacokinetic parameter
172in the CNS drug discovery (Becker and Liu, 2006; Friden et al.,
1732007; Kalvass and Maurer, 2002) and recently, the possibility to
174directly generate Cu,br/Cu,pl ratios in a single in vitro model of
175the BBB has been evaluated (Culot et al., 2013). Therefore, this
176alternative method has been applied here to obtain in vitro
177Cu,br/Cu,pl ratios which could then be used to estimate the Cu,br
178based on the plasma concentration of the studied drugs in human
179plasma. Based on the BBB evaluation, the estimated drug concen-
180trations, relevant to human exposure were taken as an indication
181for the concentrations selected for in vitro neurotoxicity studies
182using to two mixed neuronal/glial cell culture models, mice neu-
183ronal networks (2D) and rat brain aggregates (3D).
184The 2D tissue culture model of mice neuronal networks was
185introduced by the lab of G.W. Gross and developed over the years
186to a powerful tool to directly study the effects of acute exposure to
187test compounds effects on the electrical network communication
188(Gross et al., 1997). Brain region-specific networks consisting of
189neurons and astroglia can be cultivated for months and provide a
190phenotypic screening system that is being often applied in testing
191of both desired and unwanted effects on neuronal communication
192during early drug development (Johnstone et al., 2010; Lefew et al.,
1932013; Novellino et al., 2011).
194The second mixed neuronal/glial in vitro model applied was a
1953D rat brain aggregate model that presents a higher level of cell
196organization, similar to in vivo brain tissue cyto-architecture and
197function as indicated by the final ratio of neurons to glial cells,
198the formation of an organotypic cyto-architecture, the correct tim-
199ing and extent of developmental events such as cell proliferation,
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